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Abstract — To improve the recognition rate of the video surveillance system, this paper has researched the method of the target 
image recognition under the dark background illumination. According to the basic principle of image processing and machine 
vision, the median filtering and mathematical morphology operation were analyzed; the threshold segmentation with Otsu method 
and the edge detection with Canny operator were researched; the three-layer BP neural network model was set up and the BP 
algorithm of target image recognition was deduced. Based on the car image blur characteristics under the dark background 
illumination, the noise was filtered with the median filtering technology; the target was separated from the dark background by the 
threshold segmentation; the complete edge of the car image was detected by Canny operator. The car image was trained by 
determining the number of nodes in the hidden layer and selecting the training parameters of the initial weights, the learning rate, 
momentum and the expected error. By calculation and experimental analysis, the target image recognition algorithm proposed in 
this paper is correct and feasible in the dark background illumination. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the dark background conditions, there are many 
shortcomings for the target image obtained by OTC image 
acquisition system. There are many difficulties for 
information extraction and recognition of target image, such 
as: the blurred image, not obvious feature points, and so on 
[1]. Especially for the car target image in the night 
surveillance, there are some difficulties to make accurate 
recognition for the video surveillance system. However, the 
status of a moving car is an important part of traffic safety in 
the night surveillance. Currently, there are many recognition 
algorithms about the target images, such as: artificial neural 
networks, fuzzy pattern recognition method, and so on. The 
slow car target can be quickly recognized by these methods, 
but there are still some shortcomings for high-speed car 
recognition. For example, the target image cannot be tracked 
accurately and thus cannot be recognized accurately because 
the speed of traffic vehicles is too fast. Therefore, it is 
necessary to research the target image recognition algorithm 
under the dark background illumination, with improving the 
research of related algorithms in the video surveillance 
system. Based on the original image obtained by the image 
acquisition device in the video surveillance system, this 
paper researches target image recognition processing 
algorithms under the dark background illumination. 

II. RESEARCH ABOUT MOVING TARGET IMAGE 

PROCESSING ALGORITHMS 

A. The image preprocessing of moving targets 

There are inevitably some noises during the image 
formation, transmission and processing. These noises make 
the image quality decline and features fuzzy and are harmful 

to subsequent image processing and analysis. The median 
filtering technology is made filtering processing for the 
target image in this paper. 

The median filtering is a nonlinear image enhancement 
processing algorithm. It is suitable to filter impulse noise or 
grain noise and to protect the image edges [2]. This 
algorithm is especially effective for eliminating impulse 
noise interference and overcoming the fuzzy of image detail. 
Median filtering defines a window template with odd pixel
W , and makes processing analysis for each pixel of window 
according to the selected template. The pixels are arranged in 
a certain order according to the size of each pixel in the 
selected window. The pixel value of window center can be 
replaced with the gray value of intermediate position. 

Assuming that the image after processing is  ,g x y , it can 

be got by (1).  

   , {f(x , y ), , w}g x y median k l k l       
In (1), the size of the selected template window is W . 

The parameters of window are always defined as the size of 
5×5, 7×7, 9×9 in the conventional image processing. The 
smooth image can be obtained according to the size of the 
selected window and (1). 

B. The image threshold segmentation of moving targets 

The image threshold segmentation is a wide image 
segmentation technique. Based on the differences in gray 
characteristics of the target and the background, the image is 
seen as the combination of two areas (target and background) 
having different gray levels. The corresponding binary image 
is generated by selecting an appropriate threshold and 
determining each pixel in the image is the target area or the 
background area. The advantage of threshold segmentation is 
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simple calculation, high operation efficiency and fast speed. 
The Otsu method is used to make threshold segmentation for 
target images in this paper. 

The segmentation principle of the Otsu method is that the 
image is divided into two categories and the threshold is 
selected according to the probability of gray in the categories 
[3-4]. The gray value with the largest inter-class variance 
will be as the best threshold of the segmentation of target and 
background if intra-class variance is smallest. Its calculation 
method is: assuming that the size of obtained image is m n , 
then the total pixels of the whole image is N m n  . 
According to the theorem, the obtained image is divided into 
two categories 0C  and 1C  with the threshold. The gray 

ranges of two images categories are selected as 
{0,1, , 1}  G L , if the gray value of pixel i is t, then 

{0,1, , }0  C t , {t 1, t 2, ,L 1}1     C . If the probability 

of each gray under the threshold is pi , then  (2) can be got. 
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(6) 
In (5), μ is the overall gray statistical mean of the image. 

Combined category 0C  with category 1C , the overall gray 

statistic mean of the image can be analyzed by the mean and 
the probability of two categories and (7) can be got. 

 = 0 0 1 1w w     (7) 

Their standard variance is: 

 

2 2 2( ) ( )B 0 0 1 1         
  (8) 

In (8), the best segmentation threshold of target and 

background can be got when 2
B  the largest is. 

2 2 2max max ( ) ( )0 0 1 10 1 0 1
T Bl l l l

           
      

   
(9) 

C. The mathematical morphology processing of moving 
target images 

The basic principle of mathematical morphology is to 
recognize and analyze targets by extracting and measuring 
the corresponding shape with structural elements of different 
shapes. The mathematical morphology method can achieve 
parallel processing, including erosion, delation, opening 
operation and closing operation[5-6]. 

Delation is the smooth expansion of the contour edge 
with merging all the adjacent pixels into their mage. (10) can 
be got: 
 { }X S x S x x        (10) 

Erosion is to smooth the contour edge by eliminating 
the edge glitch, (11) can be got: 
 { }X S x S x X                         

(11) 
Opening operation is the process of delation after 

erosion, and noise and glitch of the binary image can be 
eliminated with the opening operation.  (12) can be got: 
  X S X S S     (12) 

Closing operation is the process of erosion after delation, 
and the closing operation is to smooth target border, fill with 
tiny voids and connect adjacent moving targets.  (13) can be 
got: 
  X S X S S      (13) 

D. Image edge processing of moving Targets 

Currently, based on various image edge detection 
algorithms and different environmental background image 
with different algorithms, image edge detection algorithm is 
generally decided by calculation and adaptability of the 
system. Edges of the image can be detected by using first 
derivative or second derivative [7-8]. When in the 
processing, the template center is often corresponded to each 
pixel position of processing image and the coordinates of 
each pixel position are found, then according to the template 
formula, the calculated value is numerical size or position of 
corresponding pixels of output image. Canny operator is 
used to extract the target image target in this paper. 
In order to improve edge characteristics of target image more 
effectively, Canny proposed convolution operation between 
the original image and the smoothing filter impulse to 
eliminate noise. 

In order to improve edge characteristics of target image 
more effectively, Canny proposed convolution operation 
between the original image and the smoothing filter impulse 
to eliminate noise. 

 ,h i j  is smoothing filter impulse response, (x, y)f  is 

the original input image, output image  ,g x y  after 

smoothing filter can be got by the formula 
     , , ,g x y f x y h x y  and image gradients after 

smoothing can be got by (14): 
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According to characteristics of convolution, (15) can be 
got: 

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )g x y f x y h x y f x y h x y       (15) 
This process is Canny edge detection operator [9-10]. In 

the case of two-dimensional space, Canny operator makes 
edge detection and edge location better and has anti-noise 
performance. 

III. THE IMAGE INFORMATION RECOGNITION OF MOVING 

TARGETS 

A. Image features of moving targets 

In this paper, feature vectors of moving target image 
recognition are forming factor, eccentricity, sphericity, 
circularity, rectangularity and Zernike moment. 

Perimeter is the sum of the adjacent edge point distance,  
(16) can be got with boundary chain code [11]. 
 2P N Ne o    (16) 

In (15), P is perimeter, the odd number of boundary chain 
code is No , and the even number of boundary chain code is 

Ne . 

Correction area is expressed as (17): 
  2 1'A A N     (17) 

In (17), the area after correction is A , the area 
before correction is 'A , and the number of boundary 
pixels is N . 

Form factor is calculated by area and perimeter, and  
(18) can be got: 
 2 4F P A   (18) 

Eccentricity describes a compact area, and (19) can 
be got: 

 E W L   (19) 

In (19), the length of major axis is W , and the length of 
short axis is L . 

The circularity reflects the circularity degree of the target 
area, and  (20) can be got: 

 24cR A W   (20) 

The rectangularity describes the extent that the area 
approaching the minimum bounding rectangle, and (21) can 
be got: 
 

r RR A A
  (21) 

In (21), the area of region is  A , and the area of 
minimum bounding rectangle is 

RA . 

The target feature extracted with Zernike moment is 
more accurate than with other [12]. (22) and (23) can be got: 
      *

1 , ,nm nmA n f x y V x y dxdy      (22) 

     *
1 , ,nm nmA n s f x y V x y       (23) 

B. BP network model and algorithm analysis 

In this paper, the principle diagram of three-layer BP 
neural network model is shown in Fig.1. 

             
Figure 1.  The principle diagram of three-layer BP neural network model 

As is shown in the figure 1, the input signal is 

 1,2, ,ix i m  , the output of output node is 

 1,2, ,ky k p  , and the output of hidden node is 

 1,2, ,jy j n  .The connection weight from the input 

layer node to the hidden layer node is 
ijw , and the 

connection weight from the hidden layer to the output layer 
node is 

jkw .The threshold of the hidden layer node is 
f  

[13], and the threshold of the output layer node is 
k . The 

input layer node is i , the hidden layer node is j  and the 

output layer node is k . 
With the input mode  1,2, ,ix i m  , the input of 

the hidden layer node j  is: 

 1

1 1

m m

j ij i j ij ii i
net w x w x 

 
      (24) 

In (24),  1j m jw  ，
1 1mx     

The output of the node j is: 
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1
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The input of the output layer node k  is: 

 1

1 1

n n

k jk j k jk jj j
net w y w y 

 
      (26) 

In (26),  1k n kw  , 
1 1ny     

The output of the node k  is: 
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The error function is:   
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In (28), the expected output of the network is 
ky . 

The modified formula of the connection weight is: 
    1ij ij ijw t w t w     (29) 

   1jk jk jkw t w t w    (30)  

    From the above analysis, the process of BP algorithm 
is that the network connection weight 

ijw  ,
jkw  and the 

neuron threshold 
k  ,

j  are initialized. The sample is 

selected from the training samples and the input information 
is input into the network. The output of the hidden layer 
node and the output of the output layer node are calculated, 
according to (25) and (27). The training error value of the 
network is calculated by (28). The network connection 
weight and the threshold are adjusted according to (29) and 
(30) if the training error value is not satisfied with the 
accuracy requirements. The other samples are trained until 
accomplishment if the training error value is satisfied with 
the accuracy requirements [14]. 

 

C. The classification and recognition of moving target 
images 

The input of BP neural network is form factor, 
eccentricity, sphericity, circularity, rectangularity and 
Zernike moment in this paper. The recognition in this paper 
belongs to two- classification recognition problem. The 
corresponding sample output is defined as follows: the 
output is 1 when the target is the recognized target and the 
output is 0 when the target is not the recognized target. The 
number of hidden layer nodes is determined according to 

h m p a    , 1 ~ 10a  . The number of input layer 
nodes is m , the number of output layer nodes is p , and the 

number of hidden layer nodes is h . Based on the above 
analysis, they can be obtained as 6m  , 1p  , 3 12h  . 

The selection of initial weight has a great influence on 
the training results in the process of network training. The 
initial weight is usually the random number of  1,1  to get 

the satisfied training results with fewer training times. 
Learning rate determines the weight generated by the 
training. The range of learning rate is usually in  0.01 0.7

. Momentum is to remember the changeable direction of the 
connection weight. The momentum is generally the constant 
between 0 and1and in this paper the momentum is 0.95. The 
expected error value is also determined an appropriate value 
and the expected error value is 0.02 in this paper. The 
training target output approaches 1 and 0 and the training 
target output cannot reach 1 and 0 because the error is 
proportional to the network connection weight. Therefore, all 
the actual outputs are the value that greater than 0.9 when the 
sample is trained with the target value 1. All the actual 
outputs are the value that less than 0.1 when the sample is 
trained with the target value 0 [15]. 

IV. THE TARGET IMAGE ACQUISITION AND 

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

This paper researches the target image recognition under 
the dark background illumination, including image 
processing operations such as median filtering, threshold 
segmentation, mathematical morphology and edge detection. 
The effect diagrams of image processing operations are as 
showed in Fig.2-Fig.7. From the figures, we can know that 
the effect of median filtering is better. The target and the 
background are well separated with Otsu method to extract 
the target image features. The noise and glitch of the binary 
image after threshold segmentation are eliminated by erosion 
and open operation of mathematical morphology. The target 
edge is complete and the edge continuity is better with 
Canny operator. 

 
Figure 2.  The original image 

 

Figure 3.  The median filtering image with the window of 5×5 

 

Figure 4.  The threshold segmentation image 

 
Figure 5.  The erosion image 
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Figure 6.  The opening operation image 

 
Figure 7.  The edge detection image with Canny operator 

300 images of cars and bikes with different backgrounds, 
different distances, different angles are regarded as the 
sample set and 150 samples are regarded as the training 
sample in this paper. Six feature vectors of training samples 
are showed in Table 1 when the target images are trained 
with 150 training samples. The network structure and 
training parameters are showed in Table 2 and the actual 
outputs of output layer nodes after the neural network 
training are showed in Table 3 when six feature vectors are 
regarded as the input. 

 
TABLE 1  THE FEATURE VECTOR OF TRAINING SAMPLES 

 
The sample 

number 
F  E 

cR  

Target 1 2.5624 2.6722 0.4594 

Target 2 2.7312 2.5706 0.3967 

Target 3 1.8672 2.0339 0.4628 

Non-target 1 1.5296 1.9688 0.8661 

N0n-target 2 1.0238 3.8721 0.3266 

Non-target 3  1.3501  2.0735  0.4575

The sample 
number 

C 
rR

 
Zernike 
moment 

Target 1  4.1267  0.7017  8029

Target 2  4.0779  0.8769  7887

Target 3  3.7899  1.1365  7992

Non-target 1  23.792  1.9932  6982

N0n-target 2  4.4355  1.2000  3776

Non-target 3  3.4763  0.6667  5547

 
TABLE 2 THE NETWORK STRUCTURE AND TRAINING PARAMETERS 

 
The number of 

input layer 
nodes 

The number of 
hidden layer 

nodes 

The number of 
output layer 

nodes 
6  8  1 

Expected error Momentum Training times 

0.02  0.95 300 

 

TABLE 3  THE ACTUAL OUTPUTS OF NETWORK TRAINING SAMPLES 
 

Training 
samples 

Target 1 Target 2 Target 3 

Network 
output 

0.9632 0.9553 0.9774 

Training 
samples 

Non-target 
1 

Non-target 
2 

Non-target 
3 

Network 
output 

0.0057 0.0013 0.0002 

 
The remaining 150 samples are regarded as the test 

samples and the convergence curve of error in the process of 
recognition is showed in fig.8 with the test samples. 

 
Figure 8.  The convergence curve of error in the process of recognition 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the car target image under the dark background 
illumination, this paper researched the classification and 
recognition of target images with image processing 
technology and BP neural network. The recognition of target 
images under the dark background illumination is achieved 
by researching image preprocessing, edge detection, feature 
extraction and the design of the classifier. 
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